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Message from Farley Weiss, President NCYI 
 
The National Council of Young Israel (NCYI) is taking action at this crucial moment in Israel’s  history. 
We purchased over 30,000 pairs of heat-resistant camouflage Tztizit for Israeli soldiers. We visited 
hospital patients and encouraged prayers for the recovery of the wounded.  We defended Israel in the 
media. We have donated more than 300 Torah scrolls to the IDF.  We met with Representatives, 
Senators and the Administration in Washington to press for advocacy.  
 
NCYI initiated an effort to bring to justice Palestinian Arab terrorists who murdered Americans. 
Currently, we are pressing for the transfer to the U.S. of Salah Arouri, who resides in Turkey and heads 
logistics for Hamas. Arouri was the  organizer of the murder of the three Yeshiva Boys including 
American Naftali Frankel. 
  
We’ve led the movement to free Jonathan Pollard and to get letters of support for Pollard, and  we’ll 
keep pushing until he is out of jail.  We were one of the main public voices that successfully opposed 
admission of J Street into the Conference of Presidents, as was reported in the New York Times and 
other periodicals. Each year we show our support for Israel with a heavily-attended concert in Central 
Park during the Israel Day Parade.   
 
We face numerous challanges here in America. The recent Pew Study reveals we are losing Jews at an 
alarming rate. In response, NCYI has announced a major outreach effort called "One Community" 
which conveys that we have two unique things:  the Shabbat meal and how close we live to each 
other, allowing us to be seen as one community. Our goal is to attract unaffiliated Jews to our 
communities by inviting guests to Shabbat meals with the hope that it will increase membership and 
financial help for our Shuls, while reducing the high rate of intermarriage. In his major public address 
to world Jewry, the Chofetz Chaim focused on outreach as the most important issue in which we all 
must make an effort.   
 
NCYI has hired Rabbi Yakov Couzens to lead this outreach effort.  We hope to get many of our fellow 
congregants to join us.  
  
We have helped congregations receive Homeland Security grants to enhance their security and hosted 
webinars to explain the process.  I personally raised the issue of security for the Jewish people with the 
Governor of Florida the day before Rabbi Joseph Raskin was murdered in North Miami Beach as he 
walked to shul,  and  we’ll  continue  to  press the issue.  I also pressed the issue with the current Prime 
Minister of France when I met him at a reception last year during a trip to France with the Conference 
of Presidents.  
  
Knowing that our children will be our future, we have launched Parsha Nation, a program geared to 
youngsters in our Shuls. It can be used by youth directors and at home, making Shabbat a fun learning 
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experience. It is distributed weekly by email (if you would like to receive it, please e-mail 
amatityahu@youngisrael.org to be added to our list). 
 
Each week, we email the Divrei Torah bulletin written by many of our rabbanim. Rabbi Mordechai 
Willig, shlita, answers questions facing pulpit rabbis, via a bi-weekly conference call with a large group 
of rabbis.  We also have a conference call with gabbaim to assist them in their duties. More than 600 
young men have graduated from our Rabbinic Training Program. Each day 5,000 Young Israel 
members participate in Daf HaYomi classes.  We have launched Shul Solutions – articles on best 
practices in our shuls.  Many of our shuls are using Shul Cloud to improve their websites.  We started a 
new group plan to allow Shuls to reduce their electric bills.  We continue to work on many other 
initiatives to assist our branch synagogues.   
  
Each year we conduct a highly-regarded summer program for teenagers completing 8th,   9th and 10th 
grades called Achva. The travel programs allow participants to experience amazing adventures with 
other great Jewish kids. Whether its East, West, Canada/Hawaii or Israel, these trips enhance our 
teenagers’ love of Judaism while they are having fun.  
  
We elected a new board of directors almost two years ago and they have been working to restructure 
our organization. By changing section 12.4 of our constitution – an issue of contention for many – we 
demonstrated we are able to find ways to get complex matters done.  If a board member comes up 
with a good idea, it is likely to become the policy of NCYI.  
 
Shuls in crises call us for help with their difficult problems. It is so heartwarming when they tell us how 
grateful they are for our help. We are accessible and responsive. Our goal is to improve and enhance 
our relationships with all our Young Israel branches.  
  
At this time leading up to the Rosh Hashanah, we are sending a user-friendly booklet to our shuls. It is 
a guide to assist our members and potential members, no matter their Jewish background. The hope is 
the booklet will enable them to better understand the Yom Tov services. At many weddings, there is 
often a written explanation of the service. Yet, on the High Holidays, when many people with little or 
no background are in shul, they usually do not get an explanation of what is occurring. For many this 
booklet will make the services more meaningful.   
 
During this High Holiday season, we all receive many requests from worthy causes. I believe NCYI 
stands out as an organization that is dealing with the most important issues currently facing our 
community. We are not just looking for a donation; we also welcome your active participation and 
assist us with your time. We invite you to have a say in the organization. Our budget today has been 
cut virtually in half than it was a year ago, we have become a more streamlined organization. And yet, 
we provide many more services and we have become a more important voice for Klal Yisrael.    
  
Any and all support is most appreciated and needed.  A monthly donation of $18, $36 or $54 is very 
helpful.  We are also looking for sponsorships and dedications for all of our programs.  Please contact 
us regarding these meaningful opportunities. NCYI is fulfilling crucial needs during these times - join us 
and support our efforts! Donations can be made at www.youngisrael.org/donate. 
 
 Thank you.  May you all be inscribed for a sweet healthy and prosperous New Year.  
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